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COMPASSION - Your actions and words are very important. How 
you behave affects other people. Compassion means that you care when another 
person is sad, hurt or facing a difficult challenge, and you want to help. 

What difficult situation was Tajo facing?
How did Gerome show compassion for Tajo?
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Early childhood is a critical time of development for children. Baxter’s Corner™ books 
have engaging characters and fun stories children will want to read again and again. 
Our signature Go Beyond activities will help children grasp fundamental values and 
learn important skills.
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Go beyond . . .

Fun facts about giraffes:
• A group of giraffes is called a tower.

• The name “giraffe” comes from an African word that means “fast 
walker.”

• Giraffes are the tallest land animals in the world, with male giraffes 
growing as tall as 18 feet.  Female giraffes are a bit smaller, growing 
to an average height of 14 to 16 feet.

• Giraffes live on savannas – grasslands with scattered bushes and trees 
– in central, eastern and southern Africa. 

• Savannas are filled with a wide variety of animals, birds, reptiles,  
and insects that depend on each other to keep the environment  
in balance.

• Because water is not widely available in  
the dry climate of a savanna, a variety of  
animals visit the same water hole. Giraffes  
can often be found drinking alongside  
elephants, zebras and impalas.

• Giraffes are social animals and most often live in groups  
of 10 to 20 giraffes, sometimes up to as many as 70  
giraffes. 

• Baby giraffes often are gathered together in a group  
called a “nursery” and looked after by one or more  
females while the other giraffes are looking for food. 

• Like human fingerprints, no two giraffes have the same  
spot pattern.

Use caution around animals and respect 
their space. They may appear friendly, 
but if startled, could harm you.
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What do you think?
Search for specific examples from the story to answer questions. Use 
the discussion questions to talk about ways to respond to  bullies.

1. Why did the other kids tease Gerome?

2. What was Gerome’s strategy for avoiding attention?

3. What did Gerome want more than anything?

4. What did Gerome think of the way the kids were treating Tajo?

5. What choices did Gerome consider before he took action?

6. What did Tajo think of Gerome’s actions?

Answers for “What do you think?”
1. Why did the other kids tease Gerome?  Page  8

2. What was Gerome’s strategy for avoiding  
attention? Page 10

3. What did Gerome want more than anything? Page 12

4. What did Gerome think of the way the kids were  
treating Tajo? Page 22

5. What choices did Gerome consider before he  
took action? Page 24-25

6. What did Tajo think of Gerome’s actions?  Page 32 
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Amazing Me poster
There is only one YOU in the entire world! 
Most bullies don’t like themselves very much. They try to make  
themselves feel more important by making fun of others or  
hurting others with their words or actions. When you like 
yourself, you have confidence. Confidence will help you if  
you ever meet a bully. 
What makes you, YOU?
Here are some words you might use to tell a new friend all about 
yourself. What other words describe you?

FOR PRE-READERS:
Even very young children can create a poster. Select a few words 
from the list that fit your child. Explain to your child how each word 
describes something special about him or her. Ask your child to draw 
what it looks like to be “brave,” or “funny” or “helpful,” for example.

Just right the way I am! 

Smart

Determined

Helpful

Creative

Strong

Generous

Brave

Thankful

Friendly 

Kind 

Honest

Talented

Funny

Materials to make a poster: 
     - poster board or construction paper - scissors 
     - magazines and newspapers - glue 
     - crayons

1) Write “AMAZING ME” on the poster board or paper.
2) Look through magazines and newspapers for words that  
    describe you or pictures that represent those words. Cut them out  
    and glue them onto your poster.
3) Or draw your own pictures that represent why you are special.
4) Hang your poster where you can see it to increase your confidence.


